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Wooden pipes with
different scaling setups

Organ building is a traditional craftsmanship deeply rooted in
Europe's history and culture, which entails valuable know-how
transmitted generation after generation. The organ builder SMEs have
recognized that the quality and the effectiveness of their work can be
considerably enhanced by adopting scientific and technological
innovations in their craftsmanship. The EU funded, collaborative
research projects aim at developing innovative design methods,
technologies and software, which can be applied in the daily practice
of organ building in order to optimize the design and production of
labial and reed organ pipes and, more importantly, without
endangering the valuable traditions inherent to their fabrication.

In spite of being a traditional musical instrument the sound generation mechanism of organ
pipes is still not completely understood and is currently an active field of research. Since the
process involves acoustical, mechanical and fluid flow phenomena inherently and non-linearly
coupled a realistic pipe model has to be able to simulate these effects at the same time. Numerical
simulation of different pipe forms with various scaling setups were performed by the members of
the Laboratory. Simulation results were validated against measurement data and finally, the
optimized models served as a basis of the development new scaling and tuning techniques.

Measurement and simulation of the air jet of a labial organ pipe (left), simulation tuing slots (right)

In the framework of the projects coordinated by the
Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics (Stuttgart,
Germany) the Laboratory of Acoustics and Studio
Technologies participated in the development of novel
simulation and optimization methods, by which optimal
scaling of pipe resonators can be achieved. The
members of our laboratory have also actively
participated in the development of software tools, such
as SoundAnalysis (a tool for analyzing recorded organ
sounds) and INNOScale (an innovative scaling
software that implements both traditional and novel
mensuration techniques).

Optimization of a chimney pipe
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